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A commonly used genome fragmentation method in next generation sequencing, restriction endonuclease (RE) digestion, may severely compromise genomic mapping resolution and prevent the functional annotation of certain chromosomal regions unless REs are applied in correct combinations to sample all genomic regions with an equal probability.

Genome fragmentation by REs is routinely used in multiple genomic mapping technologies, including RNA-DNA hybrid (R-loop) immunoprecipitation sequencing (DRIP-seq),[@bib1], [@bib2] chromosome conformation capture (4C/5C, Hi-C),[@bib3] reduced-representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS),[@bib4] and restriction site associated marker (RAD) genotyping.[@bib5] The performance of these approaches depends on (1) the length distribution of the restriction fragments (determining the spatial resolution of the assay) and (2) the randomness of RE digestion (ensuring that all genomic regions are sampled with an equal probability).[@bib6] Therefore, selecting the proper combination of REs for genome fragmentation is of crucial importance to obtain representative next-generation sequencing (NGS) libraries and to assign clear biological functions to the mapped regions.

Using the DRIP-seq technique, we have recently shown that this technology contains inherent biases related to RE digestion that might prevent functional annotation of a significant fraction of R-loops.[@bib2] R-loops, nucleic acid structures that are composed of an RNA-DNA hybrid and a single-stranded DNA, are involved in multiple cellular processes and may also mediate genomic instability in a pathological context. The DRIP method uses an anti-RNA-DNA hybrid antibody to capture RNA-DNA hybrids associated with RE-fragmented DNA or chromatin, followed by fragment mapping to the genome. The main reason for the over-representation of lengthy DRIP fragments may be that the distribution of restriction enzyme cutting sites is not random in the human genome.[@bib7] This bias is especially enhanced over the first exons. The over-representation of first exons in RE-fragmented samples may also be an issue in other species and sequencing methods. For instance, the mouse genome also contains long intronic sequences that may cause similar biases. Similar to the DRIP method, suboptimal RE fragment size distribution and first exon bias might affect the outcome and interpretation of other frequently used genomic technologies (e.g., all C-based methods \[4C, 5C, and Hi-C\]), potentially introducing false-positive spatial contacts that fall proximal to open reading frames (ORFs), especially to first exons. Finally, the estimation of the evolutionary conservation of R-loop binding sites between species that reflect the sequence homology/divergence of exonic DRIP fragments,[@bib8] but precisely located R-loop binding sites, is potentially also problematic.

Superimposed on the RE bias, multiple other genome characteristics can affect the efficacy of RE digestion. DNA methylation is present in higher organisms, and the majority of REs do not cut at methylated cytosines. Furthermore, most REs do not cut DNA-RNA hybrids that are prevalent over the chromosomes (constituting 5%--8% of the eukaryote genome). Restriction enzyme accessibility is also limited by the chromatin (nucleosome) structure that inherently prefers the cutting of linker DNA sequences.

The randomness and uniformity of restriction fragment length distributions can be tested for any combination of REs using in silico restriction endonuclease digests ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and RE cocktails with theoretically justified cutting parameters can be selected for use in experiments. We recommend using the DECIPHER R package, which is available in Bioconductor.[@bib9] To predict the expected DNA fragments, the "digestDNA" function can be used to perform in silico restriction digestion of given DNA sequences. Issues related to CpG methylation can be experimentally addressed by methylation-insensitive REs that cleave methylated DNA. RNase H1 digestion of nucleic acid preps can also be applied to remove RNA from DNA-RNA hybrids. Furthermore, short treatment of live cells with chromatin decompaction agents (e.g., HDAC inhibitors) may provide increased RE accessibility in experiments involving in situ RE fragmentation (e.g., Hi-C). Collectively, the above recommendations can help identify RE cocktails and experimental conditions that result in proper DNA fragment size distributions and optimal resolution in genomic sequencing technologies.Figure 1Genome Fragmentation by In Silico Restriction Enzyme Digestion in Species That Were Analyzed by DRIP-seq or HI-CThe absolute number of restriction fragments is shown in terms of the average fragment lengths (mean + interquartile range \[IQR\]) obtained by the indicated restriction enzymes applied alone or in combination. RE cocktail denotes the HindIII, EcoRI, BsrGI, XbaI, and SspI enzymes.
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